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Organized various complex projects from a notion to a fully effective status. 
Resourcefully responsible, and experienced in computer software such as 
Microsoft Office including Word, Excel and PowerPoint.

2009 – 2020
ASSOCIATE/PROCESSING ASSISTANT - INBOUND STOW

 Interacted with lead Processing Assistant, and Area Managers to help associates
who are stowing to properly handle inventory for distribution to consumers.

 Helped drive customer satisfaction during critical events while working on 
critical and complex inventory problems such as Hazmat, multiple Asins, and 
items not yet received.

 Expected to understand all aspects of production; and adhere to strict safety, 
quality, and production standards.

 Able to increase sales at my job, by solving lost inventory in the system and 
being able to locate merchandise that would have increased our warehouse 
IRDR.

 Performed a variety of office/technical tasks to accomplish the specialed 
pricessing of information.

 Able to use a variety of office equipment.
 Issued positive feedback to associates.

1991 – 1996
PROCESSING ASSISTANT - DELTA CORPORATION

 Answered taxpayer questions Set taxpayers up on payment arrangements Filed 
sales and use returns Filed withholding returns Collected taxes Entered .

 Uploaded courses into Power Campus Grade Entry Payroll Paperwork Mileage 
Paperwork Retention Statistics through Salesforce Create and Sent Contract .

 Assisted loan officer in completing mortgage files, including verifying 
employment, insurance, and credit reports.

 Finalized files and sent to the closing dept.
 Began as a mail sorter and was promoted 10/2014 &gt; Ensures that contracts 

and pricing agreements from the clients are current &gt; Manage backlog of 
bill .

 After a thorough critique without a resolution, posts questionable bills for client 
review Handles balance due bills with carrier in a timely .

 Order all vender items needed to close the file Skills Used Slit of aspect of the 
mortgage industry and how to open and close a loan.
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EDUCATION

A.A. in Business Administration - (Mt. San Jacinto College - Menifee, CA)

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Computer, Customer Service.
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